
SC-350 Die-Cutter
Sheet Fed Digital Cutter

Systems and
EQUIPMENT



The Vulcan SC-350 sheet-fed digital die-cutter is ideal for the reliable and automatic production of kiss-cut 
stickers and labels. It operates with a friction feeder that automatically feeds the sheets for processing. The 
machine software is tightly integrated to the SignCut Pro software, allowing for the automatic placement of 
registration marks and fine-tuning of tool speed and pressure. It features camera registration to the sheet, as 
well as reading QR codes to automatically load jobs. This means that every sheet can be different, and the 
job will quickly be loaded and the cutting perfectly registered to the print. The SC350 is also capable of doing 
limited through-cutting when needed.

SC-350 Die-Cutter

SC-350 Die-Cutter

Sheet size Min. 7.2”W x 5.9”L, Max. 13.7”W x 19.6”L

Material Thickness Up to 350 gsm

Number of Cutting 
Heads

1

Speed Up to 1200 mm/s

Auto-feed system Yes

Job Retrieval Network PC or USB Drive

Software SignCut Pro2 (supports Ai/CorelDraw plugin)

Electrical 100 to 240 V AC, 60 W

Machine Size 
(W x D x H)

103” x29” x23”

Finishing Applications in Labels, Stickers etc.

Specifications

Note: The information given within this spec sheet is believed to be true and accurate and is not intended to violate any statutory condition or right of a third party. Skandacor™ makes no warranty, 
express or implied, as to the fitness of the products for any specific use or purpose. The included data is purely for reader’s consideration, investigation and verification.

Skandacor™  is on a mission to proactively pursue products, solutions, and services that will 
advance our clients’ brands and returns. Our pro™ lineup of products and equipment creatively 
deliver the highest value through only the best in opportunity, quality, and performance.  

Min. 7.2”W x 5.9”L
Max. 13.7”W x 19.6”L

100 to 240 V AC, 
60 W

Up to 1200 mm/s


